Frames are useful in dealing with resolvable designs such as resolvable balanced incomplete block designs and triplewhist tournaments. Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament frames are also useful in the constructions of Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. In this paper, the concept of an (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-regular Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament frame is defined, and used to establish several quite general recursive constructions for Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. As corollaries, we are able to unify many known constructions for Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. As an application, some new Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament frames and Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments are obtained. The known existence results of such designs are then extended.
Introduction
A whist tournament on v players is a particular type of (v, 4, 3) (near) resolvable BIBD. Each block, (a, b, c, d) , of the BIBD is called a whist game and represents the fact that the partnership {a, c} opposes the partnership {b, d}. The design is subject to the "whist" conditions that every player partners every other player exactly once and opposes every other player exactly twice. A whist tournament on v players is denoted by Wh(v). Each (near) resolution class of the design is called a round of the tournament. The whist tournament problem was introduced by Moore [39] in 1896. It has been known since the 1970s that Wh(v) exist for all v ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4). For general information on whist tournaments see the survey paper of Anderson [7] . Theorem 1.1. [6] If v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 4), then there exists a Wh(v).
In a whist game (a, b, c, d ) the opponent pairs {a, b}, {c, d} are called opponents of the first kind and the opponent pairs {a, d}, {b, c} are called opponents of the second kind. A triplewhist tournament on v players, TWh(v), is a whist tournament with the property that every player opposes every other player exactly once as an opponent of the first kind and exactly once as an opponent of the second kind. E.H. Moore [39] , in his classic paper "Tactical Memoranda I-III," introduced the triplewhist specialization. Triplewhist tournament designs can be considered as resolvable edge-colored BIB designs (see [22] ). For a long time there was no progress until Baker [12] proved in 1975 that a TWh(v) exists for v = 4, 8, 16, 24 and for all large v, v ≡ 1 (mod 4) and v ≡ 0, 4, 12 (mod 16). In 1997, much progress was made by Lu and Zhu in [37] . Recent improvements were made by Ge and Zhu in [34] , Ge and Lam [32] and Abel and Ge [5] . We summarize the known results for TWh(v) in the following theorem. A whist design is said to be Z-cyclic if the players are elements in Z m ∪ A where m = v, A = ∅ when v ≡ 1 (mod 4) and m = v − 1, A = {∞} when v ≡ 0 (mod 4), and it is further required that the rounds also be cyclic in the sense that the rounds can be labeled, say, R 1 , R 2 , . . . in such a way that R j +1 is obtained by adding +1 (mod m) to every element in R j . When ∞ is present, one has the convention that ∞ + 1 = ∞. Consequently, Z-cyclic whist tournaments are such that the entire tournament can be represented by a single (near) resolution class. This representative (near) resolution class is typically called the initial round of the tournament, and conventionally, in the near resolvable case, misses player 0. Symmetric differences [6] provide a useful tool for the determination of whether or not a collection of games serves as the initial round of a Z-cyclic whist design.
Although considerable progress has been made in the last decade or so, much less is known about the existence of Z-cyclic triplewhist whist tournaments, despite the effort of many authors, for example, Abel, Finizio, Ge and Greig [3] , Abel and Ge [5] , Anderson and Finizio [8, 9] The concept of frames has been very useful in dealing with resolvable balanced incomplete block designs (RBIBDs, see [31] ) since Stinson [40] first defined frames in 1986. Triplewhist tournament frames were defined by Lu and Zhu in [37] and played an important role in obtaining an almost complete result for the existence of triplewhist tournament designs. Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament frames were introduced by Ge and Zhu in [34] and shown useful in the constructions of Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments.
Suppose S is a set of players and H = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n } is a set of subsets which form a partition of S. games (a, b, c, d ), where the unordered pairs {a, c}, {b, d} are called partners, the pairs {a, b}, {c, d} opponents of the first kind, and the pairs {a, d}, {b, c} opponents of the second kind, such that (1) the games are arranged into holey rounds, there are s i holey rounds with hole S i each containing (v − s i )/4 games; (2) each player in hole S i plays in exactly one game in all but s i holey rounds; (3) each player partners every other player in distinct holes exactly once; (4) each player has every other player in distinct holes as an opponent of the first kind exactly once, and that of the second kind exactly once.
We shall use an "exponential" notation to describe types: so type t
we say that the TWh-frame has a uniform type s n and we denote it by TWh-frame(s n ). When v ≡ 1 (mod 4), a TWh-frame of type 1 v is just a triplewhist tournament of order v.
Suppose S = Z v , v = hn and Z v has a subgroup H of order h. Suppose a TWh-frame(h n ) has a special round (called round 0), whose elements form a partition of the set S \ H , such that round j + 1 can be obtained from round j by adding 1 (mod v) to each element. Such a TWh-frame is called Z-cyclic. The round 0 is called an initial round.
In this paper, we will define a general concept of Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament frames and use it to describe several quite general recursive constructions concerning Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. As corollaries, we are able to unify many known constructions for Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. As an application, some new Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament frames and Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments are obtained. The known existence results of such designs are then extended.
TWh-frames
A natural generalization of the concept of Z-cyclic TWh-frames is obtained by allowing several subgroups of Z v as the missing holes in the initial holey round. A similar concept called double group divisible designs (DGDDs) has been proved useful in the constructions of group divisible designs (GDDs). For more detailed information on some of these related combinatorial structures, the reader is referred to [18, 38, 41] .
Let H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n and H be (n + 1) distinct additive subgroups of Z v whose orders are h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n , and u, respectively, such that H i ∩ H j = H for any integers i and j satisfying 1
. . , h n ; u)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame) on v players is a schedule of games which are generated from an initial holey round composed of games
All subtractions here are reduced modulo v. When u = 1, we drop the parameter u and write
TWh-frame is just a Z-cyclic TWh-frame in the normal sense. (3, 4, 2, 6), (32, 29, 8, 16) , (17, 11, 23, 34) , (1, 14, 13, 42) , (26, 43, 37, 39) , (38, 31, 12, 24) , (7, 28, 21, 44) , (19, 33, 22, 41 
Construction 2.3. Let t and n be integers satisfying 1 t n. Suppose that there exists an
Proof. Let R 0 be the initial round of the (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame and R i be the initial round of the Z-cyclic TWh-frame(u h i u ) for 1 i t. It is well known in algebra that any cyclic finite group contains one and only one subgroup of order f for every positive divisor f of its order. Further, for any integer i,
)x and denote the set of games by R * i . When t n − 1, it is easy to see that (
Taking n = t = 1 in Construction 2.3, we obtain the following corollary. Taking u = 1 in Corollary 2.4, we obtain the frame construction for Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments using Z-cyclic TWh-frames. 
Construction 2.6. Let h n ≡ 3 (mod 4). Suppose that there exists an
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Construction 2.3. Let R 0 be the initial round of the given (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame, R i be the initial round of the Z-cyclic TWh-frame(u 
Taking n = 1 in Construction 2.6, we obtain the following corollary. 
Constructions using difference matrices
To introduce our constructions, we need the following definition of a special kind of (cyclic) difference matrix. For detailed information, see [20] .
Let G be an abelian group of order g. is also a homogeneous (g, 4; 1)-CDM, then there exists a (gh 1 , gh 2 , . . . , gh n ; gu)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame on Z gv . A = (a ij ) be a homogeneous (g, 4; 1)-CDM. For each initial round game (a, b, c, d ) of the (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame on Z v , construct games (a + va 1j , b + va 2j , c + va 3j , d + va 4j ), 1 j g. All these games form an initial round of the desired (gh 1 , gh 2 , . . . , gh n ; gu)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame on Z gv . 2
Proof. Let
Taking n = 1 in Construction 3.1, we obtain the following corollary. As an immediate consequence of Constructions 2.3 and 3.1, we obtain our first general construction concerning Z-cyclic TWh-frames and Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. Taking n = 1 and h 1 = 1 in Theorem 3.3 and combining Lemma 3.4, we obtain the following product construction. As an immediate consequence of Constructions 2.6 and 3.1, we obtain our second general construction concerning Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. Theorem 3.6. Let g, h n be integers such that gh n ≡ 3 (mod 4). Suppose that the following exist:
Then there exists a Z-cyclic TWh(gv + 1).
Taking n = 1 and h 1 = 1 in Theorem 3.6, we obtain another product construction. Before closing this section, we give two more recursive constructions for Z-cyclic TWhframes by using homogeneous holey difference matrices over Z g . We need the following concept.
Let G be an abelian group of order g and S be a subgroup of order s in G. A holey difference matrix based on G and its subgroup S, denoted (g, s, k; (1) an (h 1 , h 2 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame on Z v , construct games: a 1j ), (b, a 2j ), (c, a 3j ), (d, a 4j ) ,
Proof. Let A = (a ij ) be a homogeneous (g, s, 4; 1)-CDM. For each initial round game (a, b, c, d) of the (h
Denote the set of these games by R 1 . Let R 2 be the initial round of the (sh 1 (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frames To show our construction, we need the following concepts. For more detailed information on some of these related combinatorial structures, the reader is referred to [14, 21] .
A recursive construction for
A group divisible design (GDD) is a triple (X, G, B) which satisfies the following properties:
(1) G is a partition of a set X (of points) into subsets called groups, (2) B is a set of subsets of X (called blocks) such that a group and a block contain at most one common point, (3) every pair of points from distinct groups occurs in a unique block.
The group-type (or type) of the GDD is the multiset {|G|: G ∈ G}. Similar to TWh-frames, we usually use an "exponential" notation to describe group-type. A GDD (X, G, B) will be referred to as a K-GDD if |B| ∈ K for every block B in B. When K = {k}, we simply write k for K. A GDD is said to be cyclic if it admits an automorphism consisting of a single cycle of length v = |X|. In this case, we can identify X with Z v and take σ : i → i + 1 (mod v). We use notation K-CGDD to denote a cyclic GDD in which each of its block orbits under the automorphism contains exactly v distinct blocks. To generate a K-CGDD, we may employ the notion of a holey difference family.
Let G be a cyclic group of order v and H be its subgroup of order h. Let K be a set of integers such that if k ∈ K then k 2. A holey difference family or an HDF over (G; H ), denoted (K, v; h)-HDF, is defined to be a family F of subsets (called base blocks) of G such that for any B ∈ F , |B| ∈ K, the difference list
contains each element of G \ H exactly once, while any element of H does not appear in F , or equivalently,
Hence, H is a hole. When K = {k}, we often omit the braces and write k for K. A (k, v; h)-HDF is also named as a (v, h, k, 1) relative difference family (see, for example, [15] ). If h = 1 or k, it is just the well-known (v, k, 1) difference family which generates a balanced incomplete block design.
A natural generalization of the concept of a (K, v; h)-HDF is obtained by allowing several subgroups of Z v as the missing holes.
Let H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n and H be (n + 1) mutually distinct additive subgroups of G = Z v whose orders are h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n and u, respectively, such that H i ∩ H j = H for any integers i and j satisfying 1 i < j n. Let K be a set of integers such that if k ∈ K then k 2. A holey difference family or an HDF over (G; H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n ; H ), denoted (K, v; h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-HDF, is defined to be a family F of subsets (called base blocks) of G such that for any B ∈ F , |B| ∈ K, and the difference list Given positive integers n and h, let I n = {1, 2, . . . , n} and S = I n × Z h . The elements of S are denoted by (a, b) . Suppose a TWh-frame(h n ) has n special rounds R 1 , R h+1 , . . . , R (n−1)h+1 , whose elements form a partition of the sets
respectively, such that round ih + j + 1 can be obtained from round ih + j by adding 1 (mod h) to the second component of each element, where i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , h − 1}. Such a TWh-frame is called group cyclic. The rounds R 1 , R h+1 , . . . , R (n−1)h+1 are called initial rounds. It is easy to see that a Z-cyclic TWh-frame is also a group cyclic TWh-frame. ; h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-HDF. If there exists a group cyclic TWh-frame(h k ) for each k ∈ K, then there exists an (h 1 h, h 2 h, . . . , h n h; uh)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame on Z vh .
Construction 4.4. Suppose that there exists a (K, v
Proof. Let G = Z v and F be the family of base blocks of the given (K, v; h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-HDF over (G; H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n ; H ), in which H i ∩ H j = H for any integers i and j satisfying 1 i < j n. By definition, H i (1 i n) has order h i , and hence must be generated by the integer Taking n = 1 in Corollary 4.5, we obtain the following corollary. As an immediate consequence of Constructions 2.3, 3.1 and 4.4, we obtain our third general construction of Z-cyclic TWh-frames and Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments.
Theorem 4.8. Suppose that the following exist:
(1) a (K, v; h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-HDF; (2) a group cyclic TWh-frame(h k ) for each k ∈ K; As an immediate consequence of Constructions 2.6, 3.1 and 4.4, we obtain our fourth general construction of Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. Theorem 4.9. Let g, h, h n be integers such that ghh n ≡ 3 (mod 4). Suppose that the following exist:
Then there exists a Z-cyclic TWh(ghv + 1).
Applications
In this section, we will employ the general construction methods described in the previous sections to obtain some new Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments. To do this we require a few preliminary results as ingredients. A Wh(v) is called an ordered Wh(v), denoted by OWh(v), if the partner pairs in each game can be ordered as the first kind (say, North-South) and the second kind (say, East-West) such that for any two players x and y and for the two games containing x and y as opponent pairs, x appears once in the first kind partner pair and once in the second kind partner pair, and so does y. Equivalently, each opponent must be played once when playing North-South, and once when playing East-West.
In an OWh(v), we may write its games as (a, b, c, d ) where {a, c} is the first kind partner pair and {b, d} is the second kind partner pair. Then the opponent pairs become ordered pairs (a, b), (a, d), (c, b) and (c, d) . What an OWh(v) design requires is that in a Wh(v) every ordered pair (x, y) appears once as the ordered opponent pair. Necessarily, the number of games a player plays (i.e., v − 1) must be even. Abel, Costa and Finizio have shown that OWh(4n + 1) exist for all n 1 [2] . (θ i , θ n+i , θ 2n+i , θ 3n+i ) , 0 i n − 1, form the initial round games of an OWh(4n + 1). According to Lemma 5.2, the desired group cyclic TWh-frame (3 v ) is based on GF(v) × Z 3 with the following games as one of the initial rounds:
Translate the first components of the above games over GF(v) to obtain initial rounds missing other holes. Now, we are in a position to establish the following existence results for Z-cyclic TWh-frames and Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments by means of Construction 4.4. Proof. First, we have a (9, 9q 2 ; q 2 , 9)-HDF by Lemma 5.1. Apply Construction 4.4 with h = 3 to obtain a (27, 3q 2 ; 3)-regular Z-cyclic TWh-frame on Z 27q 2 . Here, we need a group cyclic TWh-frame (3 9 ) as the input design, which comes from Example 5.3. Further, applying Construction 2.3 with a Z-cyclic TWh-frame(3 q 2 ) from [34, Theorem 4.6] to fill in holes gives a Z-cyclic TWh-frame(27 q 2 ) as desired. Finally, applying Corollary 2.7 with a Z-cyclic TWh(28) from Theorem 1.3 gives the desired Z-cyclic TWh(27 · q 2 + 1). 2
Concluding remarks
Ever since the existence of whist tournaments was completely settled, the focus has turned to whist tournaments with additional properties. Such special whist tournaments include at least triplewhist tournaments, directedwhist tournaments [12] , ordered whist tournaments [2] , whist tournaments with Z-cyclicity, and whist tournaments with the three-person property [23] . As more and more results have been obtained, for example, the existence of triplewhist tournaments remains open only for v = 17, the attention has turned to whist tournaments that satisfy more than one of the above mentioned criteria simultaneously (see, for example, [8, 13] ).
The general recursive constructions established in this paper can be applied to the other types of Z-cyclic whist tournaments. Such Z-cyclic whist tournaments include at least Z-cyclic directedwhist tournaments, Z-cyclic ordered whist tournaments, Z-cyclic whist tournaments with the three-person property. These constructions can also be applied to Z-cyclic generalized whist tournaments [4] . It is hoped that Theorems 3.3, 3.6, 4.8 and 4.9 may be applied to produce more new different types of Z-cyclic whist tournaments and Z-cyclic generalized whist tournaments.
The new Z-cyclic TWh-frames and Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments constructed in Theorem 5.4 can be employed to generate infinite classes of Z-cyclic TWh-frames and Z-cyclic triplewhist tournaments using the same approach as that of [32, Theorem 3.7] . To apply the general recursive constructions in this paper, we need the existence results concerning (K, v; h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ; u)-HDF. In particular, it would be interesting to consider the existence problem of a (5, v; h 1 , h 2 )-HDF with odd v.
